Many behaviors posing significant risks to public health are characterized by repeated decisions to forego better long-term outcomes in the face of immediate temptations. Steeply discounting the value of delayed outcomes often underlies a pattern of impulsive choice. Steep delay discounting is correlated with addictions (e.g., substance abuse, obesity) and behaviors such as seatbelt use and risky sexual activity. As evidence accumulates suggesting steep delay discounting plays a causal role in these maladaptive behaviors, researchers have begun testing methods for reducing discounting. In this first systematic and comprehensive review of this literature, the findings of 92 articles employing different methodologies to reduce discounting are evaluated narratively and metaanalytically. Although most of the methods reviewed produced significant reductions in discounting, they varied in effect sizes. Most methods were ideal for influencing one-off choices (e.g., framing and priming manipulations), although other successful manipulations, such as episodic future thinking, could be incorporated into existing therapies designed to produce longer-lasting changes in decision-making. The largest and longest-lasting effects were produced by learning-based manipulations, although translational research is needed to determine the generality and clinical utility of these methods. Methodological shortcomings in the existing literature and suggestions for ameliorating these issues are discussed. This review reveals a variety of methods with translational potential, which, through continued refinement, may prove effective in reducing impulsive choice and its associated maladaptive decisions that negatively impact quality of life.
In our daily lives, we encounter intertemporal choice opportunities that tempt us toward the "dark side." Do you stay up longer binge-watching Game of Thrones or do you go to sleep so you can be rested, focused, and productive at work tomorrow? Do you enjoy another cocktail now or do you opt for the benefits of a sober drive home at the close of the evening? Do you choose fried instead of baked chicken, preferring the immediate crunch over the desire to lose weight? These encounters with immediate temptation that are at odds with our longterm interests are commonplace. Examined in isolation, the outcomes of these choices may be trivial; but when combined into a temporally extended pattern of behavior, they can influence wealth, health, and psychological well-being (Rachlin, 1995; Schroeder, 2007) .
Delay discounting describes the devaluation of an outcome because it is delayed (Madden & Johnson, 2010) . To illustrate, Figure 1 depicts how two individuals, represented by the dashed and solid curves, discount the value of a larger-later reward (LLR). Across human and nonhuman species, discounting functions are hyperbolic (or approximately so), which is revealed by a steep decline in reward value at short delays, and a more shallow decline at longer delays (Green & Myerson, 2004; Kirby & Herrnstein, 1995; Madden, Bickel, & Jacobs, 1999; Mazur, 1987) . This form holds regardless of reward type (real, hypothetical, drug, food, etc.; Friedel, De Hart, Madden, & Odum, 2014; Johnson & Bickel, 2002; Jimura, Myerson, Hilgard, Braver, & Green, 2009) or delay type (e.g., Jimura et al., 2009; Johnson, Herrmann, & Johnson, 2015) . At time t in Figure 1 , a smaller-sooner reward (SSR) is available immediately, and its undiscounted value is given by the height of the bar. The subjective value of the LLR is given by the height of the discounting function at t. All else being equal, the steep discounter will choose the subjectively more valuable SSRthe impulsive choice. By contrast, for the individual whose choices are described by the dashed curve, the subjective value of the LLR exceeds that of the SSR at t, and hence the LLR (the self-controlled choice) is selected.
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Among humans, steeply discounting the future is correlated with maladaptive preferences for SSRs that pose significant public health concerns. For example, steep delay discounting is associated with substance use and dependence, including cigarette smoking (Baker, Johnson, & Bickel, 2003; Bickel, Odum, & Madden, 1999; Mitchell, 1999) , problematic alcohol use (MacKillop et al., 2010; Vuchinich & Simpson, 1998) and alcohol dependence (Mitchell, Fields, D'Esposito, & Boettiger, 2005; Petry, 2001) , heroin use (Kirby & Petry, 2004; Kirby, Petry, & Bickel, 1999) , and illicit stimulant use (Heil, Johnson, Higgins, & Bickel, 2006; Kirby & Petry, 2004; Monterosso et al., 2007) . In addition, steep delay discounting is related to obesity (Fields, Sabet, Peal, & Reynolds, 2011; Jarmolowicz et al., 2014; see Amlung, Petker, Jackson, Balodis, & MacKillop, 2016 for review), pathological gambling (Alessi & Petry, 2003; Dixon, Marley, & Jacobs, 2003) , and subclinical yet impactful health-related behaviors such as wearing sunscreen, using seatbelts, visiting the dentist, early sexual activity, and relationship infidelity (Daugherty & Brase, 2010; Reimers, Maylor, Stewart, & Chater, 2009) .
Accumulating evidence of the predictive validity of steepness of discounting suggests an etiological role in the development of addictions. Longitudinal studies illustrate that steep discounting is predictive of the initiation of cigarette smoking in adolescents (Audrain-McGovern et al., 2009) , future alcohol use in adolescents (Fernie et al., 2013; Khurana et al., 2013) , and increases in drug use in young adulthood (cigarette, marijuana, and alcohol use; Brody et al., 2014) ; for an exception to these findings see Isen, Sparks, and Iacono (2014) . Further, discounting does not increase after initiation of cigarette smoking in adolescence (AudrainMcGovern et al., 2009 ), counter to expectation if steeper discounting was due to nicotine exposure. Also consistent with an etiological role, steep delay discounting is often predictive of poor outcomes during (Stanger et al., 2012; Washio et al., 2011) and after substance-abuse treatment (MacKillop & Kahler, 2009; Sheffer et al., 2014) , relapse after spontaneously quitting (Yoon et al., 2007) , as well as relapse in analogue laboratory treatment settings (Mueller et al., 2009 ).
Nonhuman animal research provides some support for the hypothesis that steep delay discounting precedes and predicts drug taking. High-impulsive rats more often initiate (Perry, Larson, German, Madden, & Carroll, 2005) and escalate (Anker, Perry, Gliddon, & Carroll, 2009 ) cocaine self-administration, and show more persistent demand for nicotine and cocaine when the price of the drug increases (i.e., responses per dose; Diergaarde, Van Mourik, Pattij, Schoffelmeer, & De Vries, 2012; Koffarnus & Woods, 2013) . However, the relation between impulsive-choice and other drugs is inconsistent (see Stein & Madden, 2013 for review) .
Extensive research has evaluated the alternative possibility that steep delay discounting is a result of problem drug use. The findings are discrepant: human and nonhuman discounting can be increased, decreased, or unaffected by a wide variety of drugs and doses, with little consistency between published studies (see de Wit & Mitchell, 2010; Weafer, Mitchell, & De Wit, 2014 , for discussion and reviews). If acute or chronic drug use influences delay discounting, the effects are complicated by poorly understood genetic factors, dose of drug, drug type, baseline levels of discounting, and the discounting task itself Weafer et al., 2014) .
Thus, the weight of the current evidence favors (but does not establish) an etiological role of delay discounting in addictions and health-impacting behaviors. Bickel and colleagues (2012) suggested steep delay discounting is a trans-disease process underlying these maladaptive behaviors. This proposal and its implications have been echoed by researchers calling for interventions to reduce steepness of delay discounting as a preventive measure for those at risk of addictions (e.g., Gray & MacKillop, 2015; Volkow & Baler, 2015) or as a component of a comprehensive treatment for those already afflicted with health deficits caused by persistent patterns of impulsive choice (Schroeder, 2007) .
If the above hypotheses are supported empirically, then it will be important to identify effective methods for experimentally reducing delay discounting and impulsive choice. These experimental manipulations are also important in evaluating the causal role, if any, of delay discounting on the maladaptive behaviors with which it correlates. The present review and meta-analysis identified and evaluated the efficacy of methods used to reduce delay discounting or impulsive choice. The few existing reviews of this literature have either not been systematic (i.e., explicitly defined and replicable search and inclusionary procedures; e.g., Gray & MacKillop, 2015; Lempert & Phelps, 2016) or were not comprehensive (Kof-1 It should be noted that delay discounting is a description of a pattern of choices between SSRs and LLRs; it is not an explanation. There are several factors that can explain why delayed outcomes are discounted in value. For example, delays typically come with opportunity costs (Paglieri, 2013; Stevens & Stephens, 2010) and often either signal a local collection risk (the LLR is promised, but not delivered; e.g., Mahrer, 1956) or a stable collection risk in the phylogenetic history of the species (Stevens & Stephens, 2010) . It is also important to note that sensitivity to delay is not the only factor that can influence impulsive decision-making. For example, if sensitivity to differences in reward magnitude declines, preference for a LLR will shift toward the SSR. Likewise, failure to couple the LLR with the response that produced it will render the SSR as the only functional response-outcome contingency (Killeen, 2011) . These complexities open considerably the range of experimental variables that can influence the SSR and LLR choices from which a delay-discounting function is derived. Several of these variables appear in the review that follows. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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farnus, Jarmolowicz, Mueller, & Bickel, 2013) . The present comprehensive review focuses on environmental manipulations (i.e., nonpharmacological or neurological) designed to reduce delay discounting or impulsive choice.
Method

Identification of Studies
Studies employing an experimental manipulation designed to reduce the steepness of delay discounting or prevalence of impulsive choice were identified via one of two methods. First 
Exclusion Criteria
The 1,233 articles were screened according to six exclusion criteria (see Figure 2) . First, articles needed to include at least one experimental manipulation that was neither pharmacological nor neural (e.g., lesion). The rationale for this exclusion was, in part, practical. Including the large number of studies attempting to influence impulsive choice through pharmacological or neural manipulations would make the review unwieldy, and reviews on these topics already exist (e.g., Weafer et al., 2014; Winstanley, 2010) . Second, articles were excluded if they did not include a control or comparison procedure (e.g., a control group or preintervention baseline) or if they were case studies. Third, if delay discounting or impulsive choice was not unambiguously measured (e.g., studies in which the effects of delay and effort were confounded) the article was excluded. Fourth, articles were excluded if their therapeutic potential was limited to select contexts; for example, experimental manipulations of reward magnitude or sign (gains vs. losses), participant income, and commodity type (monetary vs. food rewards) are impractical in clinical and certain field settings. Fifth, articles were excluded if there were confirmed violations of the assumptions of inferential statistical tests (e.g., violations of normality) and the authors did not respond to requests to provide individualparticipant data for the purpose of nonparametric reanalyses.
Articles that passed the first five criteria (n ϭ 113) were categorized based on the type of experimental manipulation (e.g., framing, cueing, priming) and the direction of the hypothesized effect (increase/decrease). A sixth criterion excluded categories of manipulations that were uniformly hypothesized to increase delay discounting/impulsive choice (n ϭ 22; e.g., sexual cues hypothesized to increase delay discounting in men; Van den Bergh, Dewitte, & Warlop, 2008) .
Computation of Effect Size
Effect sizes were calculated when the necessary data were provided in-text, could be obtained from the published graphs using GraphClick, or were provided by the corresponding author. Authors were contacted if the article was published within the last 10 years, reasoning that older data were unlikely to be retained. If data were not provided after two requests, the article was retained for narrative purposes but not included in meta-analysis or graphical displays of effect sizes.
Effect size was first calculated using Cohen's d, but depending on the study design, the effect size was calculated differently. For between-subjects designs, when the means and standard deviations (or standard errors of the mean) were available, Cohen's d was calculated as follows:
where x 1 and x 2 are the means for each of two groups of interest, n 1 and n 2 are the sample sizes for those groups, and SD 1 and SD 2 are the standard deviations of the mean for each of those groups, respectively (Lakens, 2013) . If the results of a t test were reported for a between-subjects comparison, then the following formula was used:
where t is the test statistic, and n 1 and n 2 are as described above (Lakens, 2013) . When the number of participants/subjects assigned to each group was not specified, the sample size per group was approximated as the total number of subjects in the analytic sample divided by the number of groups being compared. For within-subjects designs, the standardizer of the mean difference was the average of the standard deviations across measurements, which was calculated as follows:
where x diff is the difference in means across two assessments, and SD 1 and SD 2 are as described previously. Equation 3 was chosen so effect sizes across between-and within-subjects designs would be more comparable (see Lakens, 2013 for discussion). For studies using impulsive choice assessments with dichotomous outcomes (e.g., single-item discounting questions) the proportions of individuals choosing the SSR or LLR were used in lieu of averages for calculating effect size. Specifically, the proportions were treated as means (of a distribution of 0s and 1s), with their difference divided by the pooled standard deviation of these means; this version of Cohen's d btw was calculated as outlined in DeCoster (2009): 2 A separate search was conducted in PLoS ONE because some eligible papers published in that journal did not appear in the PsycINFO data base. The functionality of the PLoS ONE search engine was more limited so the search procedures were slightly modified from that used in PsycINFO. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
In Equation 4, the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the two groups being compared; n is as in previous calculations, p is the percentage of participants selecting the target response (e.g., LLR), and q is 1 -p. For within-subjects designs with a proportional dependent measure, Cohen's d win was calculated similarly to d btw-prop (but with subscripts referring to measurements across baseline and intervention assessments):
The formula for d win-prop was extrapolated from the calculation for d btw-prop , although note that both formulas result in the same values. These particular formulas for proportion data were chosen over others (e.g., Cohen's h; Cohen, 1988) because, based on simulations (not reported here), they yielded effect sizes of a more comparable range to that of Cohen's d btw and d win .
After calculating the appropriate version of Cohen's d, effect sizes were corrected for small sample sizes because Cohen's d tends to overestimate effect sizes when groups are small (Cumming, 2011) . To correct for small sample size bias, Hedge's g was calculated by multiplying d by one of the following correction factors (Cumming, 2011; Lakens, 2013) . For between-subjects designs, the correction (j) was:
and for within-subjects designs, the correction was:
For consistency across studies, the correction was applied regardless of sample size. Thus, the final reported effect sizes, and those used in meta-analyses, are all Hedge's g. Next, the sampling variance of the effect sizes was calculated using the following formula (Morris & DeShon, 2002) :
where ñ is equal to (n 1 ‫ء‬ n 2 )/(n 1 ϩ n 2 ) for between-subjects designs and N for within-subjects designs. All others terms in Equation 8 are as previously described and are the same across study types with the exception that the second term (N -2/N -4) is (N -1/N -3) for within-subjects designs. Although variance calculations for within-subjects designs more typically incorporate the correlation between repeated measurements, the majority of studies employing within-subjects designs did not report this information. Application of Equation 8 to within-subject data is identical to the within-subject calculation of variance suggested by Morris and DeShon (2002) while assuming a correlation of 0.5 between measurements.
Finally, effect sizes were subjected to meta-analysis to broadly examine which categories and subcategories of manipulations were successful for reducing steepness of discounting. Metaanalysis was conducted using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in R (R Core Team, 2013) . The efficacy of the different categories of manipulations was examined using a mixed-effects model, including category as a moderator and no intercept. Next, similar models were conducted for each category but with subcategory included as a moderator (unless there were no subcategories, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
which reduced to a simple random-effects model). All effect sizes were included except where noted in the footnote below. 3 A measure of effect size heterogeneity (I 2 ) indicates the percentage of study variability, or the amount of variability in effect sizes not accounted for by chance (J. P. T. Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003) .
Because of the heterogeneity in experimental procedures both between-(e.g., momentary framing vs. months-long training regimens) and within-categories (e.g., methods of measuring and quantifying impulsive choice), as well as the settings (e.g., controlled laboratory vs. outpatient clinic) and participant populations (e.g., economics students vs. laboratory rats), moderators of effect size other than category and subcategory were not examined. For these reasons, we also did not conduct comparisons of effect sizes across categories, nor did we provide metrics of publication bias. We chose not to provide the latter because in many instances there were varying numbers of papers for which effect sizes could not be calculated, which would ultimately bias the resulting measure. Thus, the meta-analytic technique primarily served to provide an objective method of determining manipulation efficacy, which was contextualized within narrative review.
Results
After applying the exclusion criteria, 92 papers qualified for review. These articles fell into the nine categories of experimental manipulations shown in Figure 3 (symbols represent effect sizes from each paper). Some categories were divided into the subcategories outlined in the legend. The primary meta-analysis revealed that overall, the interventions were successful in reducing discounting, Q(9) ϭ 224.68, p Ͻ .0001. Moderate heterogeneity in effect sizes reveal differences across studies (I 2 ϭ 64%). In the sections below, we discuss the significance of and theory behind each of the categories and their subcategories as relevant. The categories are organized sequentially from applied to translational to basic research. As such, the first six sections summarize research conducted exclusively with human participants, whereas the remaining sections include human and nonhuman research subjects.
Clinical Interventions
Twelve studies meeting the inclusion criteria examined the effects of clinical interventions; see Table 1 and Figure 4 . For most of these studies, delay discounting was not a primary target of the intervention, but changes in discounting were examined because of their relevance to the problem behaviors (e.g., addictions). Clinical interventions overall produced significant reductions in discounting (B ϭ 0.23, SE ϭ 0.08; z ϭ 2.78, p ϭ .005), with magnitude and significance varying by subcategory. After accounting for subcategories, study heterogeneity was small to moderate (I 2 ϭ 38%), suggesting that a relatively larger percentage of variability in effect sizes was due to manipulation type, rather than study heterogeneity.
Mindfulness-based approaches. Mindfulness is nonjudgmental awareness of present-moment events (e.g., thoughts, sensations), which can be employed as a stand-alone intervention or within mindfulness-based therapies such as Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999) . Overall, the reduction in discounting produced by mindfulness interventions only approached significance (z ϭ 1.89, p ϭ .059). Mindful-eating produced a small decrease in discounting of hypothetical food, but not money (Hendrickson & Rasmussen, 2013) , whereas a brief course of ACT produced significant withinsubjects reductions in discounting (Morrison, Madden, Odum, Friedel, & Twohig, 2014) . In the latter, however, the betweengroups difference (ACT vs. wait-list control) did not achieve statistical significance. Continued research to clarify outcomespecificity of effects while employing better controls (e.g., shamtherapy in lieu of wait-list controls) is warranted.
Contingency management. In contingency management (CM) of substance abuse, rewards (e.g., money, vouchers) are provided contingent on biologically confirmed drug abstinence (Dallery, Glenn, & Raiff, 2007; S. T. Higgins & Petry, 1999; Silverman et al., 1996) . If steep delay discounting is a consequence of frequent drug use, then abstinence-producing interventions like CM should decrease delay discounting (unless such changes are permanent). Three studies examining the effect of CM for reducing cigarette smoking revealed inconsistent effects, although when combined they produced significant decreases in discounting (z ϭ 2.39, p ϭ .02). In one study, a five-day CM intervention reduced cigarette smoking and discounting of delayed monetary and cigarette rewards (Yi et al., 2008) . However, Weidberg, Landes, García-Rodríguez, found that a longer course of CM decreased discounting in women only, and regression to the mean likely accounted for the effect. Yoon, Higgins, Bradstreet, Badger, and Thomas (2009) reported no effect of CM on delay discounting.
Other substance use treatments. The effects of multicomponent substance use treatments on delay discounting have been examined in five studies. Three of these found no significant reductions in steepness of discounting (Aklin, Tull, Kahler, & Lejuez, 2009; De Wilde, Bechara, Sabbe, Hulstijn, & Dom, 2013; Littlefield et al., 2015) , but when combined they produced small, significant effects (z ϭ 2.16, p ϭ .03). In the two studies in which significant reductions were observed, CM was a component of the intervention (Landes, Christensen, & Bickel, 2012; Lee, Stanger, & Budney, 2015) .
Two additional studies evaluated the effects of more specific treatment components on discounting. A financial-planning-based treatment for cocaine use (e.g., clients were encouraged to restrict current spending and to plan for future expenses) nominally reduced delay discounting (p ϭ .052; Black & Rosen, 2011) . Likewise, counseling clients to increase engagement in nonsubstance 3 If a study yielded more than three effect sizes with the same participants/subjects, or if a study contributed more than eight effect sizes in total, individual effect sizes were omitted from the meta-analysis such that the total number of effect sizes for those participants/studies did not exceed the previously stated criteria. Sometimes, the effects of a manipulation were examined over a wide range of parameters (e.g., larger-later reward amounts/delays), which inflated the number of effect sizes for a given publication. To control for inflation of effect sizes due to unknown correlations within participants/studies, individual effect sizes from qualifying studies (n ϭ 4) were omitted such that the mean of the effect sizes for that study remained similar to that with all effect sizes, and that the effect sizes across levels of the moderating variable (e.g, larger-later reward delays) remained represented. These cases are noted in the corresponding effect size tables. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
related activities (e.g., those related to educational and career goals) reduced drug value and use, but not discounting (Dennhardt, Yurasek, & Murphy, 2015) . Overall, substance-use treatments do not consistently reduce discounting, and their utility appears modest (model-estimated d ϭ .16). Heterogeneity in procedures and treatments makes it difficult to rectify these inconsistencies. When considered in light of the hypothesis that regular drug use produces neuroadaptations that increase delay discounting (e.g., Mendez et al., 2010; Yi, Mitchell, & Bickel, 2010) , these findings offer no simple support for the position that drug abstinence would reverse these effects. Perhaps the neuroadaptations are longer lasting than the treatments in these studies (2 to 36 weeks) or treatment-produced abstinence (not simply being in treatment) coincides with reductions in delay discounting. The latter analysis was conducted in only one study in this review (Weidberg, Landes, López-Núñez et al., 2015) , and they found no relation between smoking abstinence and reductions in discounting. Future substance-use treatment studies which include delay discounting or impulsive choice as a dependent measure should conduct much needed mediation analyses to evaluate the causal pathway that delay discounting might hold.
Episodic Future Thinking
Episodic future thinking (EFT) is the act of vividly imagining one's future, which involves episodic simulation (pre-experiencing an event in its entirety: associated feelings, sensations, emotions, etc.) as opposed to generating semantic details (facts, general knowledge; Atance & O'Neill, 2001 ). When applied to delay discounting, participants are first asked to identify and vividly imagine positive future events (e.g., Daniel, Stanton, & Epstein, 2013b; Peters & Büchel, 2010) and then are cued to imagine these events while completing a delay discounting task. EFT reduces discounting by putatively increasing the salience of future events Figure 3 . Effect sizes (Hedge's g btw or g win ) by manipulation type. The effect sizes are either averages by publication (when a single study had more than one experiment or condition examining the same manipulation) or individual effect sizes (when a publication reported the result of one study or found a significant moderator of the effect). Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes. Horizontal lines reflect the median effect size for that category; symbols for effect sizes are jittered to reduce overlap. Gray symbols indicate that the effect was not statistically significant. When both between-and within-subjects effect sizes were available, between-subjects effect sizes are shown. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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or response-outcomes that would otherwise not be considered (Dassen, Jansen, Nederkoorn, & Houben, 2016; Lin & Epstein, 2014) , and/or inhibiting hyper-valuation of immediate rewards (Snider, LaConte, & Bickel, 2016) . Based on the 10 studies in this review, EFT produces sizable (B ϭ 0.38, SE ϭ 0.09), significant reductions in discounting (z ϭ 4.02, p Ͻ .0001) with little study variability (I 2 ϭ 3%); see Table 2 and Figure 5 . EFT procedures have been shaped by empirical findings regarding moderators of its efficacy. First, the episodic thinking must be future-oriented: EFT reduces delay discounting relative to present (Lin & Epstein, 2014) , past (Dassen et al., 2016) , and temporally neutral thinking (Daniel, Stanton, & Epstein, 2013a; Daniel et al., 2013b) . Second, EFT produces larger effects when future events are more vividly imagined (Palombo, Keane, & Verfaellie, 2015; Peters & Büchel, 2010) and personally/emotionally relevant (Benoit, Gilbert, & Burgess, 2011) . Thus, when engaging in EFT participants are often encouraged to imagine many details about the future events (e.g., where will this happen, what will you see/smell/hear; Dassen et al., 2016; Kwan et al., 2015; Palombo et al., 2015; Snider et al., 2016) and are explicitly instructed to imagine the cued events while completing the discounting task (cf. Peters & Büchel, 2010) . The presented cues are often temporally matched with the LLR (e.g., "Graduation in one year" is shown when the LLR is "$100 in one year").
Some findings have called into question the necessity of episodic prospection for EFT benefits. Kwan et al. (2015) reported that EFT reduced delay discounting in amnesiacs with serious deficits in episodic prospective ability, and that changes in delay discounting were unrelated to the extent of these deficits. Notably, participants in Kwan et al. identified personally relevant future events. By contrast, Palombo et al. (2015) , who supplied future events to participants, reported no beneficial effect of EFT in a similar sample. Because vividness and personal/emotional relevance are related to EFT's efficacy (Benoit et al., 2011; Palombo et al., 2015; Peters & Büchel, 2010) , this procedural difference may account for the discrepant results. Kwan et al. (2015) also suggested that personal cues may enable other types of future prospection (e.g., semantic), which may similarly enhance future perspective.
The importance of other aspects of typical EFT procedures are less well researched. Where one study suggested benefits of EFT were dependent on imagining positive-valence future events (Liu, Feng, Chen, & Li, 2013) , another found that imagining neutralvalence events reduced steepness of delay discounting (Lin & Epstein, 2014) . These studies used different discounting tasks and dependent measures, so additional research is needed to resolve the issue of valence.
Some research has evaluated individual differences that moderate the effects of EFT. EFT is less effective in those with low working memory capacity (Lin & Epstein, 2014) , low goal persistence (Daniel et al., 2013a) , and high consideration of the future (Benoit et al., 2011) ; that is, those who are already future-oriented do not benefit as much from EFT (but see Daniel et al., 2013a for a failure to replicate with a different measure of time perspective). Given working memory deficits among substance-dependent individuals (e.g., Bechara & Martin, 2004) , EFT interventions may not be as successful for such populations.
The modally discussed psychological mechanism by which EFT reduces delay discounting is increasing future orientation or broadening temporal horizon (e.g., Lin & Epstein, 2014; Snider et al., 2016) . The one study meeting inclusion criteria which has evaluated this hypothesis indicated EFT did not increase future orientation (Dassen et al., 2016) . 4 The authors speculated that the Consideration of Future Consequences scale (Strathman, Gleicher, 4 The only other known EFT study that measured temporal horizon did not meet the inclusion criteria. Cheng, Shein, and Chiou (2012) found that engaging in an EFT-like exercise produced greater future orientation as measured with the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI; Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999) , and that ZTPI scores mediated the effect of EFT in reducing steepness of discounting. The paper was excluded from this review because the authors confirmed that assumptions of their statistical analyses were violated but failed to make available individual participant data for supplemental analyses. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Boninger, & Edwards, 1994), a measure of future orientation, is not sensitive to state changes. An alternative account of the effect of EFT on delay discounting is that it may be a byproduct of demand characteristics (Rung & Madden, 2018) . That is, if the experimental hypothesis is deduced by the participant, then he or she may behave in accord with it (Orne, 1962; see Nichols & Maner, 2008 for a demonstration of such bias)-that is, choose the LLR. Presenting future cues (e.g., "vacation in two years") delay-matched to the LLR (e.g., $10 now vs. $100 in two years) increases concerns for a demandcharacteristic effect. Indeed, the majority of participants who read a description of typical EFT procedures deduced that the experimenter expected the participant to choose the LLR (Rung & Madden, 2018) . Evaluating the contribution (if any) of demand characteristics to the effect of EFT should be a priority for future research.
Framing
Framing manipulations vary the description of an intertemporal choice while holding functionally equivalent the outcomes across different descriptions/frames (Kühberger, 1998) . For instance, in a classic example of framing (the Asian disease problem; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981) , participants choose how to address the outbreak of a disease. One frame indicates the number who can be saved, and the other the number who will die. Across frames, the outcomes are the same, but choice is influenced by the gain/loss framing. Ten studies meeting the inclusion criteria examined the effects of different choice frames (see Table 3 and Figure 6 ), which produced medium-to-large (B ϭ 0.47, SE ϭ 0.06), significant reductions in discounting (z ϭ 7.48, p Ͻ .0001). Across framing studies, there was a moderate degree of study heterogeneity (I 2 ϭ 68%).
Framing of time. Describing LLRs as an outcome to be delivered on a specific date (e.g., $100 obtained on _____ [insert date one year from today]) instead of delayed by the same interval of time (e.g., $100 in one year) consistently and significantly reduces delay discounting (z ϭ 5.39, p Ͻ .0001; Read, Frederick, Orsel, & Rahman, 2005; LeBoeuf, 2006) . This finding has been replicated (DeHart & Odum, 2015; Dshemuchadse, Scherbaum, & Goschke, 2013; Klapproth, 2012) , with effects of medium to large magnitude (B ϭ 0.45).
Four theoretical accounts of the date-delay framing effect are noteworthy. First, date framing may shift attention from the delay and increase sensitivity to the difference in the SSR and LLR monetary amounts (LeBoeuf, 2006; Read et al., 2005) . Second, presenting dates may interfere with computational strategies or heuristics typically used to judge the subjective values of delayed outcomes (Read et al., 2005) . Third, the effect could be attributable to subadditivity: specifying the delay as a date prevents participants from considering, for example, six separate one-week delays when the delay is specified as "six weeks" (LeBoeuf, 2006; Read, 2001) . Although not included in tables or graphs herein (exclusion criteria 6), support for the subadditivity hypothesis is mixed: one study provides support (days vs. date conditions in DeHart & Odum, 2015) and two provide evidence against (Experiment 5 in LeBoeuf, 2006; Experiment 1 in Read et al., 2005) . Finally, date-delay framing may reduce subjective estimates of time duration (see Experiment 6 in LeBoeuf, 2006) . For example, drug dependent populations overestimate time durations (e.g., Wittmann, Leland, Churan, & Paulus, 2007) , and Klapproth (2012) reported that date framing reduced delay discounting so much in this population (Mdn g ϭ 0.96) that their discounting rates were not significantly different from those of a non-drug-using comparison group.
Framing of outcomes. The remaining framing studies manipulated the presentation of the SSR and LLR outcomes themselves, which produced significant reductions in discounting (z ϭ 4.32, p Ͻ .0001). In the most common outcome frame, the explicit zero manipulation, the mutual exclusivity of SSR and LLR alternatives is highlighted by noting that selecting one alternative means nothing will be received at the time the foregone option would have been obtained (Magen, Dweck, & Gross, 2008) . For example, instead of choosing between $50 now versus $100 in one year, the zero outcomes are made explicit by reframing the choice as $50 Figure 5 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals for Episodic Future Thinking manipulations. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Average is a combination of significant and non-significant effects.
c Statistical analyses comparing the proportions choosing LLR were not conducted for these particular group comparisons in the original paper. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
now and $0 in one year versus $0 now and $100 in one year. Explicit-zero framing significantly reduces discounting with medium to large effects (Magen et al., 2008; Radu, Yi, Bickel, Gross, & McClure, 2011; Wu & He, 2012) . Although the zero is typically made explicit in both the SSR and LLR alternatives, Wu and He (2012) found that the delayed zero ($50 now and $0 in one year) is largely responsible for the effect. Presenting the immediate zero alone produced no significant reduction. Magen et al. (2008) proposed that a preference for improving sequences can explain the explicit zero effect (e.g., Loewenstein & Prelec, 1993) . That is, choosing the LLR arranges an improving sequence from $0 now to money in the future, whereas the SSR yields a decreasing sequence from something now to nothing later. This account was challenged by Radu et al. (2011) : explicit zeros reduce past discounting, in which preference for the larger moredistal reward produces a decreasing sequence (e.g., $100 twentysix days ago and $0 one hour ago). Combined with the null effect of the present zero (Wu & He, 2012) , the improving sequence hypothesis appears refuted. Radu and colleagues (2011) suggest instead that the explicit-zero increases temporal attention to more distal outcomes, thereby broadening the temporal window across which choice outcomes are integrated. That the explicit-zero effect is muted among those high in future time perspective (average g ϭ 0.04; Wu & He, 2012 ) is consistent with this account.
Other outcome framing manipulations were infrequent (n ϭ 2). In Grace and McLean (2005) , the LLR was presented as two amounts: the amount of the SSR plus the difference between the SSR and LLR amounts. For example, a choice between $150 now versus $200 in one year was reframed as $150 now versus $150 plus a $50 bonus, both delivered in one year. Segregating the LLR significantly reduced discounting. Imuta, Hayne, and Scarf (2014) found similar reductions in impulsive choice when children were shown the SSR (stickers), and then additional stickers were added to comprise the LLR. Grace and McLean (2005) explained the effect as the result of diminishing marginal utility of rewards; that is, the subjective value of a reward increases as a concave function of objective amount (Galanter, 1962) . Therefore, when the LLR is separated into two outcomes, the value of each is calculated separately and the SS amount ϩ bonus is subjectively more valuable than the single-quantity LLR. Given the initial successes of these manipulations, additional empirical attention appears warranted.
Perspective Taking
Making decisions on behalf of a group or another person does not, overall, significantly affect delay discounting (z ϭ 0.09, p ϭ .93; I 2 ϭ 84%; see Table 4 and Figure 7 ). Instructional differences may account for some discrepant between-study effects (see Ziegler & Tunney, 2012) , but at this time there are too few studies representing the different instruction types (and potentially important participant characteristics) to objectively support this via evaluation of moderator(s).
Priming
Priming involves experimental manipulations of participants' affect or cognitive content, typically arranged through a preliminary task and often framed as part of a different experiment than the discounting task. While priming manipulations produced mod- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
est (B ϭ 0.24, SE ϭ 0.06), significant reductions in discounting (z ϭ 4.18, p Ͻ .0001), their effects are often context-specific (see Table 5 and Figure 8 ). The latter is both empirically (see below) and statistically supported by moderate study heterogeneity (I 2 ϭ 42%).
Affect priming. Affect priming typically involves the presentation of emotion-inducing stimuli (e.g., pictures, words) or directed remembering (e.g., think of a positive event in your past). Across six papers, positive affect priming had small (B ϭ 0.17, SE ϭ 0.09), inconsistent, and overall nonsignificant effects on discounting (z ϭ 1.87, p ϭ .06). Only one of these papers reported significant reductions in discounting: Pyone and Isen (2011) found that positive affect primes reduced impulsive choice in three of four experiments, and that the effects were dependent on the magnitude or delay of the larger-later rewards. 5 The remaining five papers either reported no significant effect of positive affect (DeSteno, Li, Dickens, & Lerner, 2014; Luo, Ainslie, & Monterosso, 2014; Moore, Clyburn, & Underwood, 1976; Shimoni, Asbe, Eyal, & Berger, 2016) or the opposite among extraverted participants (Hirsh, Guindon, Morisano, & Peterson, 2010) . DeSteno et al. (2014) , however, argued that the specific feeling of gratitude should increase altruism (which is generally motivated by longterm interests) and thereby reduce delay discounting. Consistent with this hypothesis, priming gratefulness produced moderate reductions in discounting.
Mortality priming. Studies inducing thoughts of one's mortality, either now or in the future, have a small (B ϭ 0.30, SE ϭ 0.19) nonsignificant impact on delay discounting (z ϭ 1.56, p ϭ .12; see Table 5 and Figure 5 ). Any significant effects of mortality priming on discounting are complicated by the specific primes used and participant characteristics (e.g., high vs. low SES; high vs. low disgust-sensitivity; Griskevicius, Tybur, Delton, & Robertson, 2011; Kelley, Crowell, Tang, Harmon-Jones, & Schmeichel, 2015) .
Temporal priming. The few studies examining effects of temporal primes on steepness of discounting have produced modest (B ϭ 0.25, SE ϭ 0.10) but significant reductions in discounting (z ϭ 2.41, p ϭ .02; see Table 5 and Figure 5 ). For example, Zauberman, Kim, Malkoc, and Bettman (2009) demonstrated that nonlinear perception of time could partially account for the hyperbolic shape of the delay discounting function (see also McKerchar et al., 2009) . From this, they hypothesized that priming attention to time would shift discounting from hyperbolic (steep declines at short delays that give way to shallow declines at long delays) to exponential (constant rate of discounting at all delays). Temporal priming was achieved by having participants estimate a variety of time durations (i.e., how long does it take to . . .). Consistent with a shift from hyperbolic to exponential discounting, time-primed participants discounted modestly less at a one-month, but not a three-month, delay to the LLR. This effect was not, however, replicated in a follow-up experiment in the same report. Construal primes. Construal-level theory (Trope & Liberman, 2003) posits that information processing occurs on a continuum from concrete (detailed, context-dependent, focused on the present situation) to abstract (broad, decontextualized, focused beyond the present situation). Applied to intertemporal choice, the SSR is imminent so it should be construed at a concrete level, whereas the LLR should be construed relatively abstractly (general thoughts about the nonspecific life-context in which the LLR would be received). While construal primes vary in their implementations, they yield the most consistent and significant effects of all primes reviewed herein (B ϭ 0.26, SE ϭ 0.07; z ϭ 3.56, p ϭ .0004). Malkoc, Zauberman, and Bettman (2010) hypothesized that abstract construal of the SSR (vs. the concrete default) should 5 Nonsignificant effects in Pyone and Isen (2011) were often observed when strong preferences were produced by choice parameters. For example, positive affect primes did not decrease impulsive choice when the LLR amount was only nominally larger than the SSR (e.g., $25 now vs. $30 in 4 weeks), or when the LLR was strongly preferred without the prime because the difference in reward amounts was large (e.g., $25 now vs. $50 in 4 weeks). In Figure 9 , these differences are indicated as "Easier" vs. "Harder" magnitude pairs. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
render the discounting function more exponential. In so doing, discounting should decrease in the shorter range of LLR delays, similar to the effects of temporal priming in Zauberman et al. (2009) . In support of their hypothesis, priming abstract thinking prior to an intertemporal choice task produced a small reduction in discounting at brief, but not long delays relative to concrete and control primes (i.e., a significant interaction with delay). In contrast, Kim et al. (2013) suggested that the mismatch in construal across the SSR (concrete) and LLR (abstract) impedes comparison of these outcomes and increases impulsive choice. Across three experiments, providing concrete visual and/or verbal details about immediate and delayed Paris vacations reduced discounting. Nisan (1974) conducted a similar concrete-construal manipulation by visually (vs. verbally) presenting the SSR and LLR prior to the choice. 6 Visual presentation decreased impulsive choice in 7-year-olds, but had no effect in younger or older children who were putatively too impulsive or self-controlled, respectively, to benefit from the manipulation.
Viewed from the perspective of construal-level theory, EFT might be conceptualized as an all-concrete manipulation. That is, if the default construal of the SSR is concrete, then thinking vividly about the LLR may render its construal more concrete (e.g., I will be getting married in two years when I receive the $1,000). If this analysis is correct, then EFT represents a subset of construal-based manipulations, in which its mechanism is construal-level parity.
Cueing
Cueing involves the presentation of a functional stimulus prior to decision-making. The function of the stimulus may be acquired through ontogenetic learning or phylogenetic evolution. Although few studies have evaluated the ability of cues to reduce discounting, those that have show promise. Combined, the five studies examining cueing effects produce significant (z ϭ 4.75, p Ͻ .0001) and moderate reductions in discounting (B ϭ 0.63, SE ϭ 0.13). The large degree of study heterogeneity in this category (I 2 ϭ 88%) is likely attributed to studies examining effects of learned cues, which had sparse representation (see discussion below).
Humans show an affinity for looking at natural landscapes depicting resource abundance (Purcell, Peron, & Berto, 2001) , which has beneficial effects on affect and attention (Bowler, Buyung-Ali, Knight, & Pullin, 2010) and slows the perception of how quickly time passes (Rudd, Vohs, & Aaker, 2012) . Three studies report medium to large reductions in delay discounting following presentation of nature cues (see Table 6 and Figure 9 ; z ϭ 2.81, p ϭ .005). Nature cueing produces reductions in discounting both in-lab (i.e., nature photos, Berry et al., 2015; Berry, Sweeney, Morath, Odum, & Jordan, 2014; van der Wal, Schade, Krabbendam, & van Vugt, 2013) and in vivo (i.e., spending time outdoors, van der Wal et al., 2013). Some mechanisms for the effects of nature cues have been evaluated: the studies above found no differences in session-time estimation across nature-and urbancue conditions (Berry, Sweeney, Morath, Odum, & Jordan, 2014) , and discounting rate was not significantly correlated with time estimation (Berry et al., 2015) nor with changes in affect (van der Wal et al., 2013) . Thus, the prevailing hypothesis is that nature cues signal a safe, rich environment in which waiting is evolutionarily adaptive. Given that exposure to nature cues consistently reduces discounting with medium-to-large significant effects, further research evaluating dose-and the duration of its effects is warranted.
Cues acquiring meaning as a function of learning history can also affect delay discounting; however, the small number of studies in this subcategory (n ϭ 2) combined with the large differences in the magnitude of their effects, and sample sizes used (which produced an extremely wide confidence interval in one case) rendered their combined efficacy nonsignificant (z ϭ 0.38, p ϭ .71). Given the substantial differences in the theory driving these studies, this nonsignificant result should be interpreted with caution. In brief, Sellitto and di Pellegrino (2014) demonstrated small, significant reductions in discounting by presenting cues established to recruit enhanced top-down cognitive control. By contrast, cues trained with "better than" and "worse than" functions substantially decreased delay discounting in pathological gamblers when the "better than" cue was paired with the LLR (Dixon & Holton, 2009) . As discussed in the context of EFT, in the latter study participants may have deduced the experimenter's intent during the discounting task, so demand characteristics are a concern.
Context
Thirteen studies falling into the broad category of contextual manipulations produced significant reductions in impulsive choice (B ϭ 0.37, SE ϭ 0.05; z ϭ 6.90, p Ͻ .0001; see Table 7 and Figure 10 ). Given the breadth of this category and theories behind the approaches, the moderate to large degree of study variability is Figure 7 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals for manipulations in the Perspective Taking category. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. There was a significant interaction between the prime and the reward delay; post hoc tests were not conducted, thus the significance of the by-delay effects are not indicated. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
unsurprising (I 2 ϭ 68%). Context manipulations involve changing features of the choice scenario that do not fall within the scope of framing manipulations; that is, these manipulations do not produce economically equivalent outcomes across conditions. Where possible, similar manipulations are grouped together.
The Context category is the first in which nonhuman animal research is presented. It is appropriate to review animal studies with those on humans because experimental reductions of nonhuman impulsive choice have often proven effective in reducing human impulsive choice (e.g., Mazur & Logue, 1978; Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1988) . For the sake of stimulating future research, we note where manipulations have proven effective in animals but have not yet been evaluated in humans. Effect sizes for several animal studies are not reported because the number of subjects was too small to evaluate assumptions of normality and thus appropriately calculate effect sizes.
Adding delays. The hyperbolic shape of the delay-discounting function predicts that impulsive choice will be reduced if a common delay is added to the delivery of both the SSR and LLR (e.g., $5 now vs. $10 in two weeks becomes $5 in one week vs. $10 in three weeks). Overall, this technique is successful for reducing impulsive choice (z ϭ 6.34, p Ͻ .0001). It is robust in pigeons, Figure 8 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals for manipulations in the Priming category. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes, and arrows on the end of a confidence interval indicate that the limits extended beyond the axes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
whether implemented by adding a common delay (Ainslie & Herrnstein, 1981) or fixed-interval schedule (Siegel & Rachlin, 1995) prior to the delivery of both rewards. Similarly, if at the beginning of a trial (when SSR and LLR are both delayed) pigeons are allowed to precommit to the LLR, they will do so (Rachlin & Green, 1972) . Green, Myerson, and Macaux (2005) replicated this effect in humans when adding a common delay to the SSR and LLR alternatives in a discounting task. They found the effect held with various added delay durations (e.g., five years and 10 years), LLR reward magnitudes (e.g., $200 to $250,000); and others have found it generalizes to cigarette smokers and different reward types (hypothetical or potentially real money; S. H. Mitchell & Wilson, 2012) . Dai and Fishbach (2013) replicated this general effect in one of three experiments; the lack of significance in the other two cases was attributed to the small difference between the SSR and LLR rewards (approx. $5 USD). In a variant of the adding-delays procedure in humans, Dai and Fishbach (2013) produced consistently large reductions in impulsive choice by simply informing participants of the choice alternatives before the choice-point. The authors hypothesized that this prechoice waiting produced a sense of investment, which increased the subjective value of the LLR. Changes in the perceived value of the LLR completely mediated the manipulation effect, providing strong evidence for this account. This finding deserves continued exploration.
Adding response requirements. Four animal studies have examined the effects of adding a response requirement prior to the selection of SSR and LLR outcomes. Because of the small number of studies contributing effect sizes in this category (n ϭ 2) and the small samples in each, the effect was large (B ϭ 2.14) but nonsignificant (z ϭ 1.83, p ϭ .07). Siegel and Rachlin (1995) reported that adding a prechoice response requirement that could be completed across either choice-key significantly reduced pigeons' impulsive choice, and similar reductions have been observed in rats whether the prechoice response requirement is arranged on a nonchoice lever (Mazur, 2012) , independent requirements are arranged on each choice-lever (Huskinson & Anderson, 2013) , or only on the SSR alternative (Fortes, Vasconcelos, & Machado, 2015) . To date, this manipulation has not been investigated in humans.
From a theory-evaluation perspective, a shortcoming of existing studies that add common prechoice response requirements is the confounding of added delay with added responses. Siegel and Rachlin (1995) reported reductions in impulsive choice whether the addition was response-or time-based; but, added delays were not yoked to time spent completing the response requirement. Theory aside, adding prechoice response requirements has produced greater reductions in impulsive choice than adding delays alone (see individual effect sizes in Table 7 ), which underscores the need to investigate the therapeutic potential of this effect in humans.
Adding outcomes. Decreases in discounting have been found by adding outcomes to the choice scenario (z ϭ 4.22, p ϭ .0001), although with smaller effects than the above contextual manipulations (B ϭ 0.24). Kowal and Faulkner (2016) offered mixed evidence for the discounting-reducing effects of adding a third alternative (a decoy) to the usual two-choice task. Adding a decoy that was the same size as the LLR but delivered after a longer delay, or one that was smaller than the SSR and more delayed than This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
the LLR reduced delay discounting. However, the effects were not robust across task sequences and/or were dependent on data exclusions. Urminsky and Kivetz (2011) found reductions in impulsive choice by adding a small, near-immediate reward (referred to as a token) to both the SSR and LLR alternatives, but this effect was often confined to conditions in which SSR and LLR magnitudes were similar. Scholten and Read (2014) reduced discounting to a modest, although significant degree by using a token immediate payment to arrange an improving sequence of events on the LLR (pay now, big reward later). Relatively larger, significant reductions were obtained when a token payment was used to create a deteriorating sequence on the SSR (small reward now, pay token amount later). Trustworthiness. Increasing trustworthiness of the LLR source significantly reduces discounting (z ϭ 4.46, p Ͻ .0001), although not consistently so. Mahrer (1956) increased trustworthiness of an experimenter by initially having him/her deliver all promised rewards to children. Subsequently, children in this hightrust group made less impulsive choices, but the effect did not generalize to a novel experimenter. Michaelson, De la Vega, Chatham, and Munakata (2013) reduced discounting by simply describing hypothetical LLR-providers as trustworthy, but the effect was only significant in a within-subjects manipulation (not between-). Michaelson et al. (2013) and Mahrer (1956) also decreased the trustworthiness of the source of the LLR, and this produced consistent increases in impulsive choice. The aforementioned findings parallel increases in impulsive choice when the probability of LLR receipt is reduced in human (Vanderveldt, Green, & Myerson, 2015) and nonhuman research (Mazur, 1985) . As these manipulations were hypothesized to increase impulsive choice, these studies did not meet the inclusion criteria of this review and are not presented in tables or figures.
Learning-Based Approaches
A variety of learning-based approaches to reducing delay discounting have produced some of the most reliable and large reductions in delay discounting (B ϭ 0.62, SE ϭ 0.08; z ϭ 7.43, p Ͻ .0001; see Table 8 and Figure 11 ). The moderate to large degree of study variability (I 2 ϭ 60%) reflects the variety of learning-based approaches employed.
Reward bundling.
In accord with Figure 1 , if the discounted value of the LLR is less than the undiscounted value of the SSR, the impulsive choice will be made. However, if a single choice determines not just the next outcome, but a bundle of the same outcomes (e.g., choosing the SSR locks the decision-maker into three SSRs delivered over the next three trials) this should reduce impulsive choice (for quantitative details of this prediction see .
Several studies have evaluated this bundling prediction, typically finding successful reductions in discounting (z ϭ 4.57, p Ͻ .0001). Kirby and Guastello (2001) found that bundling five rewards together (monetary or food), caused a large percentage of participants to reverse an initial preference for an SSR to LLR. This effect has been replicated in rats (Ainslie & Monterosso, 2003) and human cigarette smokers (Hofmeyr, Ainslie, Charlton, & Ross, 2011) , although the latter failed to find an effect of reward bundling in nonsmokers. evaluated whether experience with bundled rewards would reduce impulsive choice when outcomes were subsequently unbundled. Relative to a no-bundle control group, experience with nine-reward bundles (but not three-reward bundles) decreased impulsive choice for unbundled SS and LL rewards. There was no significant relation between impulsive choice in the bundling (training) phase and impulsive choice during testing (unbundled rewards), suggesting that greater exposure to delays during bundling exposure (i.e., the nine-reward bundle group) appeared responsible for the reduction in unbundled impulsive choice.
Delay fading/exposure. Exposure to delayed rewards via fading techniques or prolonged experience has produced large (B ϭ 0.98) and significant effects (z ϭ 3.13, p ϭ .002) on impulsive choice. Taking a systematic approach to exposing animals to delayed reinforcers, Mazur and Logue (1978) first established pigeons' preference for large food rewards versus small food rewards that were both delayed by 6 s. Then, the delay to the smaller reward was gradually reduced (faded out) while maintaining preference for the LLR until the SSR was available immediately. Compared with a no-fading control group, delay-fading produced far fewer impulsive choices. This effect was maintained when the position of the SSR and LLR keys (i.e., left/right) was reversed and when the pigeons were retested 11 months later (Logue & Mazur, 1981) . The short-term impulsive-choice reduc- Figure 9 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals for manipulations in the Cueing category. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes, and arrows on the end of a confidence interval indicate that the limits extended beyond the axes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. The effect of the added delay was examined using an ANOVA, with the no-added delay as the reference condition; there was a main effect of added-delay, but post hoc tests were not reported (and thus, statistical significance for each added delay in the table is unknown).
b
The effect sizes for the $10k and $100k LLRs were omitted from the meta-analysis (Ͼ3 effect sizes in the same subjects) but are included in the averages presented in the table.
c Effect sizes from Exp 1b ($50 and $100 token amounts), Exp 3, and Exp 5a ($100, $300, $700, and $900) were omitted from the meta-analysis (Ͼ8 effect sizes from the same publication) but are included in the averages presented in the Average is a combination of significant and nonsignificant effects. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ing effects of delay-fading have been replicated in a laboratory setting in children identified as impulsive or hyperactive (Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1988) . evaluated the effects of delay exposure without choice opportunities during training. In their study, delayexposed rats completed four months of daily sessions in which pressing a single lever delivered two food pellets after a 17.5-s delay. In both a posttraining impulsive-choice assessment and a nine-week follow-up, delay-exposed rats chose a three-pellet LLR delayed by 15 s (vs. one pellet now) near-exclusively, relative to a Figure 10 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals manipulations in the Context category. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes, and arrows on the end of a confidence interval indicate that the limits extend beyond the axes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. No statistics were conducted to evaluate this difference, nor was a measure of variability provided with central tendency. As a result, the direction for this effect was not coded. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
group of immediacy-exposed rats. A weakness of the study is the lack of a no-training control group, which leaves the possibility that immediate reward exposure increased impulsive choice during training. The single experiment evaluating the effects of delay exposure in human children produced positive effects in some conditions, but it is unclear whether the increase in self-control was present when compared with a no-training control group (Eisenberger & Adornetto, 1986) . Delay timing and amount discrimination. Inaccurate interval timing occurs when the duration of a delay is over-or underestimated; if an interval's duration is overestimated, time is perceived as passing slowly, which should increase impulsive choice. However, few studies support this hypothesis (see Baumann & Odum, 2012 for an exception). Instead, the amount of unsystematic variability in timing from trial to trial (timing precision) correlates with impulsive choice in rats (Marshall, Smith, & Kirkpatrick, 2014; McClure, Podos, & Richardson, 2014) . Timing imprecision may undermine the ability to discriminate when (and perhaps whether; e.g., McGuire & Kable, 2012) rewards will be delivered. Smith, Marshall, and Kirkpatrick (2015) evaluated the effects of interventions to improve timing precision in rats (differential reinforcement of low rate [DRL] , fixed-interval [FI] , or variable-interval [VI] schedules). These interventions improved timing precision and reduced impulsive choice (z ϭ 2.30, p ϭ .02).
By contrast, an extended history of choosing between small and large rewards (to train amount discrimination) produced a transitory, but not lasting reduction in impulsive choice (z ϭ 0.53, p ϭ .59; Marshall & Kirkpatrick, 2016) . This long-term null effect is consistent with the finding that reward magnitude sensitivity is unrelated to impulsive choice in rats (Marshall et al., 2014) .
Working memory training. Observing that individuals who steeply discount delayed rewards also tend to score poorly on tests of working memory, and reasoning that working memory is important in imagining one's future experiences, Bickel et al. (2011) provided working memory training to treatment-seeking stimulantaddicts, while a control group received sham training. Whereas Bickel et al. found this training reduced rates of delay discounting, Renda et al. (2015) failed to replicate this finding in rats, even though working memory training improved working memory (g ϭ 2.21). As it stands, working memory training has no significant overall effect on discounting (z ϭ 1.09, p ϭ .28), but given the small number of studies on the topic and potential cross-species differences, the effects of working memory training are in need of further investigation. Particularly useful would be investigating Figure 11 . Effect sizes (g btw or g win ; filled and open circles, respectively) and 95% confidence intervals for Learning manipulations. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes, and arrows on the end of a confidence interval indicate that the limits extended beyond the axes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
whether improvements in working memory mediate changes in delay discounting. That eight of 13 sham-trained participants in Bickel et al. (2011) had higher discounting rates at the posttraining evaluation, and working memory training had no effect on transfer tests of working memory (i.e., working memory assessments not used during training), raises the possibility of a Type I error.
Modeling. Six studies examined the effects of social learning-that is, how observing a model choose a larger-later consequence influences observer decision-making. Unfortunately, effect sizes could only be calculated for two of these studies, with one being the sole study finding a null effect (Gilman et al., 2014) ; thus, modeling yielded a nonsignificant effect on discounting in the meta-analysis (z ϭ 1.01, p ϭ .31) despite most reporting positive effects on impulsive choice. For example, Bandura and Mischel (1965) evaluated how viewing (or reading about) adult models choosing and subsequently explaining their reasons for selecting LLRs, affected decisions of 4th and 5th grade children. They found that children selected the SSR 10% less after observing or reading about a model, relative to a no-model control group; the effect persisted four to five weeks later at a reassessment of choice. Although this effect has been replicated with children (Atwood et al., 1978; Staub, 1972) and prison inmates (Stumphauzer, 1972) , a recent study revealed that adults seeing LLR choices made by virtual peers on a computer screen did not reduce delay discounting (Gilman et al., 2014) .
Instruction-based procedures. In two studies, asking participants to consider the consequences of (and reasons for) their choices reduced impulsive choice (z ϭ 3.64, p ϭ .0003). For instance, in Nisan and Koriat (1984) , kindergarteners who were instructed to generate reasons why another child might choose the LLR (after the participant just chose the SSR) subsequently increased their selection of the LLR. Likewise, experimenterprovided reasons why another child chose the LLR (e.g., "because he wanted lots, and two tomorrow is more than one today") also shifted preference toward the LLR. Similarly, Staub (1972) found that instructing children about the positive consequences of choosing the LLR increased the number of LLR choices.
Environmental Enrichment/Deprivation
Childhood trauma is predictive of substance use in humans (Chassin, Ritter, Trim, & King, 2003) and is correlated with steep delay discounting in men (van den Berk-Clark, Myerson, Green, & Grucza, 2018) . This relation, and the finding that early isolation impairs response inhibition in rats (Hall, 1998) , motivated research examining the effects of rats' rearing environments on impulsive choice. Despite good external validity, rearing manipulations overall had no significant impact on impulsive choice (B ϭ 0.27, SE ϭ 0.19; z ϭ 1.44, p ϭ .15; see Table 9 and Figure 12 ). Similarity in animal laboratory procedures may explain the low study variability (I 2 ϭ 0%; i.e., the observed variability is due to chance). The exception is a study by Perry, Stairs, and Bardo (2008) , who reported lower discounting among socially enriched rats, relative to rats raised in isolation. However, the effect was only evaluated for five days and it appeared to lessen over time. Hellemans, Nobrega, and Olmstead (2005) reported temporary benefits of enrichment that did not continue through steady-state assessment. Thus, there is little evidence that environmental enrichment decreases delay discounting.
Discussion
Working under the assumption that steeply discounting future outcomes plays a role in the development and/or continuation of maladaptive behaviors Bickel, Mackillop, Madden, Odum, & Yi, 2015) , a large number of studies have investigated environmental manipulations designed to reduce delay discounting or impulsive choice. Given the infancy of this effort, the majority of the research reviewed above was conducted in laboratory settings. Where clinical work has been conducted, delay discounting is often an incidental dependent measure and the effects of the intervention have been inconsistent or not compared to adequate control groups. It is appropriate, therefore, that laboratory research with human and nonhuman subjects continues to explore and refine methods to more consistently reduce delay discounting.
The effect sizes in Figure 3 and the forest plots in Figures 4 -12 allow for informal cross-category and -experiment comparisons of effect sizes. Although efforts were made to select an effect size measure that was comparable across different types of experiments and different sample sizes, there are several reasons to interpret these data with caution. First, a wide variety of tasks, reward amounts/types, delay durations, and associated dependent measures were used in the reviewed experiments. If these task/reward/ delay/measure combinations are differentially sensitive to experimental manipulations, comparison of effect sizes must be done The effect sizes for the intervention at the 10-s LLR delay are included in the averages presented in the table but omitted from the meta-analysis (Ͼ3 effect sizes in the same subjects). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
judiciously. Second, effect sizes could not be calculated for some studies reviewed. Thus, some manipulations that produce potentially useful reductions in delay discounting are underrepresented (e.g., modeling) in the figures. Third, comparing effect sizes across laboratory and clinical settings must consider that greater control of extraneous variables will increase effect sizes; this may be particularly true in nonhuman animal research, although a preliminary analysis of differences in effect sizes across humans and nonrevealed no significant differences. 7 We believe the latter supports the applicability of research on discounting with nonhuman subjects for efforts to improve the human condition. Finally, the effect sizes entail some degree of error. In many instances we estimated information (e.g., means and variability via GraphClick software, assuming a moderate correlation between repeated measures) as opposed to directly retrieving it. The effect sizes and results of the meta-analysis, therefore, should be considered a means of providing relative, as opposed to absolute information of size and precision.
With these cautions in mind, we note that several brief experimental manipulations have produced across-laboratory reductions in delay discounting. For example, a short period of time spent with nature (cueing) or engaged in episodic future thinking (EFT) consistently reduces delay discounting unless the imagined future event has a negative valence (Liu et al., 2013) . Likewise, arranging the environment so decisions are made when neither the SSR nor LLR are immediately available (adding delays, adding response requirements) produces large reductions in impulsive choice. Perhaps the shortest duration manipulation producing reliable reductions in impulsive choice (barring ceiling effects) are the date framing and explicit-zero framing interventions. As currently implemented, these manipulations do not produce, nor are they designed to produce, long-term changes in impulsive choice. That is, making explicit that selecting the SSR entails nothing will be received at a future date (explicit zero framing) can reduce a one-off impulsive choice, but this reframing is unlikely to influence a later decision to binge watch Netflix instead of getting the sleep needed to perform better the next day.
Such acute manipulations need not have limited utility. Many important decisions are one-offs and, in these cases, acute manipulations are all that is needed. Consider the decision to save money for retirement or to start a college savings account for a child. Once a savings plan is initiated, it is rarely reversed (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988) , so influencing choice just once can profoundly affect one's life. Using a version of the Adding Delays manipulation, Thaler and Benartzi's (2004) Save More Tomorrow™ program strategically delays contributions to a retirement savings plan until a later date-when the employee receives their first pay raise. Similar programs might use the effective discounting manipulations reviewed in this paper to influence other important one-off choices. For example, sales of energy efficient appliances might be increased by simply specifying the amount and date by which energy-bill savings will be realized (the date framing effect; DeHart & Odum, 2015; Dshemuchadse et al., 2013; Klapproth, 2012; LeBoeuf, 2006; Read et al., 2005) . Additional increases might be produced by explicitly noting the lack of savings if the cheaper appliance were purchased (the explicit zero effect; Magen et al., 2008; Radu et al., 2011; Wu & He, 2012) . These effective means of acutely reducing delay discounting should empower researchers to creatively arrange choice contexts that nudge behavior in advantageous directions.
Unexplored to date is the development of interventions designed to teach decision-makers to consistently reframe for themselves intertemporal choice alternatives so as to minimize impulsive choices. Training might begin by teaching participants to recog-7 To conduct a comparison of effect sizes using humans (n ϭ 6) and non-humans (n ϭ 5) as research subjects, the Delay-Fading/Exposure and Bundling subcategories (Learning category) were collapsed. Then, "Population" (human vs. non-) was examined as the sole moderator of effect sizes. Studies using non-humans (B ϭ Ϫ0.13, SE ϭ 0.48) did not yield significantly different effect sizes from those with humans (z ϭ Ϫ0.27, p ϭ 0.79). We call this comparison preliminary because Population is necessarily confounded with an array of procedural differences. A systematic line of research on the subject would need to be developed to rigorously test this difference. Figure 12 . Effect sizes (g btw ) and 95% confidence intervals for Environmental Enrichment/Deprivation manipulations. Only studies for which effect sizes could be calculated are included. Larger effect sizes reflect greater preference for larger, delayed outcomes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
nize intertemporal choice contexts, to identify the SSR and LLR, and then to apply one or more of the strategies summarized in this review. Beyond learning to reframe the choice alternatives, participants might learn to bring to mind social experiences for which the individual is grateful (DeSteno et al., 2014) or engage in EFT activities (e.g., Lin & Epstein, 2014) . Indeed, evidence supporting the development of such therapeutic interventions comes from the EFT literature. Sze, Daniel, Kilanowski, Collins, and Epstein (2015) trained overweight parent-child dyads in EFT and audio-recorded their futurethinking cues (including how losing weight would enhance the future event) so they could be later accessed to prompt EFT activities prior to meals. Following a four-week trial, parents assigned to EFT reduced their BMI and percent overweight more than those assigned to a nutrition-education group that also received daily prompting (p ϭ .01). This is an encouraging finding serving as proof of concept that individuals prone to making impulsive choices can learn to self-initiate therapeutic behaviors prior to making a decision with health implications.
Learning-based approaches that produce large and long-lasting reductions in delay discounting have a long history, mostly in the animal laboratory where arranging extended training programs is more feasible than with free-ranging humans. One study that met the current inclusion criteria demonstrated the efficacy of a variant of delay-fading training in children with impulse control issues (Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1988) , and several studies that did not meet our inclusion criteria have replicated this effect (e.g., Dixon et al., 1998; Fisher, Thompson, Hagopian, Bowman, & Krug, 2000) . Similarly, bundling greatly reduces delay discounting and impulsive choice in rats (Ainslie & Monterosso, 2003; and humans (Hofmeyr et al., 2011; Kirby & Guastello, 2001) . Nonetheless, most of this translational research remains laboratory based, with few human studies evaluating duration of efficacy or generalization to novel settings, commodities, and so forth Where duration and/or efficacy have been evaluated in small-N studies, the findings with fading-related manipulations are encouraging (Dunkel-Jackson, Dixon, & Szekely, 2016; Neef, Bicard, & Endo, 2001) .
Given these encouraging findings, future research should explore the efficacy of procedures such as delay fading (Mazur & Logue, 1978) or delay-exposure training in preschool settings. As above, children might first be taught to discriminate situations in which SSRs and LLRs are available, and then given supported opportunities to select the LLR, experience the delay, and obtain the better of the two outcomes. It may be particularly important to ensure the LLR is always received, given that impulsive choice is a maximization strategy when the source of the delayed reward is untrustworthy (Mahrer, 1956; Michaelson et al., 2013; Mazur, 1985) . Embedding these didactic and experiential-learning techniques into, for example, the Head Start curriculum in the U.S. could prove an effective preventive measure in children at risk of substance use and abuse.
As these translational efforts begin, it is important to be cognizant of the distinction between "statistically significant" and "clinically significant," and to consider the different interpretations of effect sizes. For example, as the definition of the standardized mean difference entails-an effect size of, for example, 0.5, would mean that those in the intervention group on average improved by half a standard deviation. However, such an interpretation is best reserved for within-subjects designs; more appropriate to a between-subjects design, an effect size of 0.5 means that 70% of the participants in the intervention group scored better (e.g., fewer impulsive choices) than the control group and thus not all participants may benefit from such an intervention. Many of the effect sizes in Figures 3-12 are smaller than this; it is important to consider all of these implications when evaluating effect sizes. In addition, to further assist researchers in evaluating the practical significance of an interventions' efficacy, we urge researchers to graphically represent individual participant data (see, e.g., Kwan et al., 2015) .
Theoretical Issues
Within most of the categories of intervention strategies reviewed above, there is no clear theoretical understanding of how the manipulation influences delay discounting. Inclusion of formal mediation analyses is rare, although discussion of potential mediators is not. Similarly, in the absence of a straightforward way to measure some hypothesized mediators, few studies have designed procedures to disambiguate between similar processes of change.
There are at least two benefits to uncovering the processes by which delay discounting and impulsive choice are reduced. First, understanding how a manipulation affects discounting will facilitate more efficient translation to clinical interventions. In the absence of this knowledge, ineffective components may be carried forward, effective components omitted, and interventions may be applied in contexts or with populations who would not benefit. Second, further identifying the processes by which delay discounting is momentarily or permanently changed may guide the exploration of the neurological bases of discounting and aid in the development of better quantitative models of the discounting process.
Identifying the processes underlying changes in delay discounting requires an empirical base of studies with strong internal validity. At present, some of the promising interventions reviewed above have threats to internal validity and these must be addressed before translational research is undertaken. As noted above, a prominent threat to internal validity is demand characteristics. These are of particular concern when the experimental manipulation overlaps in content with the discounting task (e.g., EFT cues whose future time corresponds with the delay to the LLR) or when control procedures do not equate for expectancy of change (e.g., wait-list control groups). Several tactics are available for addressing these issues of internal validity (Boot, Simons, Stothart, & Stutts, 2013) . For example, control tasks could equate demand characteristics across groups (e.g., semantic future thinking vs. episodic future thinking; Chiou & Wu, 2017) or less transparent/ less easily faked delay-discounting tasks could be used.
Methodological Recommendations
As research in delay discounting and impulsive choice continues to explore methods for reducing these important choices, it will be important for the purpose of between-experiment comparison to standardize the assessment and quantification of these behaviors. This is particularly important in human laboratory research, as these findings are most likely to influence which manipulations This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
will be translated to clinical trials. Because (a) several different tasks are available for quickly obtaining delay discounting rates (e.g., Du, Green, & Myerson, 2002; Kirby & Maraković, 1995; Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991) , (b) these rates tend to significantly correlate across tasks (Epstein et al., 2003; Hardisty, Thompson, Krantz, & Weber, 2013; Holt, Green, & Myerson, 2012; Koffarnus & Bickel, 2014; Kowal, Yi, Erisman, & Bickel, 2007) , (c) preferences between SSRs and LLRs may be derived from these discounting rates, and (d) discounting rates do not appear to be systematically different whether the rewards are real or hypothetical (Johnson & Bickel, 2002; Lagorio & Madden, 2005) , we recommend that future studies evaluating therapeutic manipulations use a delay-discounting task, rather than an impulsive-choice task (see Madden & Johnson, 2010 for a primer on these tasks and quantitative methods). Such standardization of the dependent measure will facilitate evaluation of the relative merits of different approaches to reducing delay discounting. With the exception of the Multiple-Choice Questionnaire (Kirby et al., 1999) , delay discounting tasks yield indifference points that may be plotted and fit with a discounting equation. The variety of these equations and the theoretical underpinnings of each are beyond the scope of this review. Suffice it to say, comparison across published articles and scholarly disciplines (e.g., economics and psychology) would be facilitated if a common metric of delay discounting were used. The area under the curve (AUC) formed by indifference points (Myerson, Green, & Warusawitharana, 2001 ) is a candidate metric, because it is already frequently used and is usually normally distributed, facilitating the use of parametric statistical analyses. AUC is theoretically neutral and may be applied to any data set.
Last, we provide several suggestions, based on our observations in conducting this review, that would improve the metaanalyzability of this literature for future reviews. First, and most simply, researchers should take care to publish data needed in the calculation of effect sizes. This includes clear and explicitly identified descriptive statistics (i.e., measures of central tendency and variability), specific identification of group sizes, and correlations between repeated measurements. Where effect sizes are reported, the authors must also identify the method of calculation because there are several calculations for Cohen's d for within-subjects designs, and they can yield very different effect size estimates.
Our second suggestion is to incorporate more systematic approaches into the study of manipulations of discounting. The heterogeneity in the execution of experimental manipulations, the measures used, the settings, and participants/species precluded identification of meaningful moderators of effect sizes betweencategories (e.g., only two categories used both humans and non-; clinical populations were seldom recruited outside of clinical manipulations). In many instances there were similar issues withincategory (e.g., most human studies used hypothetical monetary outcomes, with very few using nonmonetary or [potentially-] real outcomes). In other words, most potential moderators were confounded with categories themselves, or too infrequently represented to yield meaningful analysis. These statements are supported by the generally moderate degree of effect-size variability at the category and subcategory level. A more systematic approach in planning future studies will facilitate our understanding of the efficacy of the manipulations, their limitations, and relative utility.
To this end, researchers will need to work collectively to build a cohesive body of work, rather than a collection of studies.
Summary and Conclusions
Several methods for reducing delay discounting and impulsive choice were reviewed. Although some promising manipulations have been identified, very little translational research has adapted these techniques in clinical or practical settings. Some manipulations, like EFT, may be easily integrated into talk-based therapies (e.g., Acceptance & Commitment Therapy; Hayes et al., 1999) , and substance-abuse treatment trials that include a behaviortherapy component should consider this integration. Because framing manipulations so consistently shift choice toward the LLR, future research should evaluate the efficacy of these manipulations in influencing one-off choices that affect the health and well-being of decision-makers, and the world in which they live. Finally, learning-based manipulations enjoy a robust empirical base and have shown successful initial translation to humans (e.g., delay fading; Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1988 ). These encouraging findings should be further developed into a practical curriculum for broad-scale dissemination and evaluation of long-term outcomes. Such resiliency-building programs hold promise for improving the pattern of decision-making that underlies physical and ecological health (Volkow & Baler, 2015) .
